InterBlockchain Group proud to launch its
cryptocurrency exchange, IBGX.
JAKARTA , INDONESIA, August 13, 2018
/EINPresswire.com/ -- A new and
emerging cryptocurrency exchange has
recently announced plans to launch
their trading platform in Q3 2018.
InterBlockchain Group is proud to
announce that it will launch its
cryptocurrency exchange, IBGX, in the
3rd quarter of 2018. IBGX aims to inject
new synergy to the blockchain
community and bring greater
awareness on blockchain to markets in
South-east Asia.
Equipped with the latest technology,
built on an advanced cybersecurity
framework, and developed with easeof-use for users in mind, IBGX is
operated by a by a team of
professionals 24 hours a day and 7
days a week to provide dedicated user
experience to all users. IBGX is led by
experienced individuals from the digital and technology sectors in its management team and
houses a board of advisors with very good regional exposure in finance, blockchain, technology
and commodity.
To promote greater awareness on IBGX, the exchange is offering generous affiliate bonuses. New
registrants can expect to receive special tokens as bonuses. At launch, IBGX will offer Bitcoin,
Ethereum and XRP trading options with more cryptocurrencies in the pipeline.
The platform aims to offer fast, safe, and easy cryptocurrency exchange services. You can trade
cryptocurrencies using the platform. Here are some key advantages of IBGX:
•IBGX allows users to check the balance in exchange at any time. You can check the wallet to
make sure they have adequate funds to support withdrawals, for example – something that not
all cryptocurrency exchanges allow you to do.
•IBGX will perform periodic checks to ensure all its stored cryptocurrencies are where they’re
supposed to be “without the risk of double funds.”
•IBGX has a support team standing by 7 days a week to answer any questions you might have.
•IBGX is a cryptocurrency exchange that aims to offer secure, fast, and easy trading through an
online interface. The exchange supports the most popular cryptocurrencies available while
adding more along the way.
To learn more about IBGX and how it works, visit online today at www.ibgx.io
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